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First I would like to wish Catherine Morris a speedy recovery from her successful surgery 

had done earlier this week, and also wish Mr. Chavda all the best in overcoming his 

major health issues I found out this week as well. I am sure I speak for all members in 

wishing them well. 

 

The lockdown, businesses closing, food shortages, fascist restrictions rolls on and the 

virus gets more contagious it seems by the day, not the coronavirus but the jackassery 

virus amongst the people. whats in your head, zombie 

 

tpc passed $10k in donations for this month and a big thank you to all, we did pay for the 

wheelchair and one of our members will receive it within the next week, more proof we 

do what we say and yet proof never enough for some people, atypically done by those 

who don't contribute in some way, funny that isn't, do nothings critiquing people who do 

something, their projection is a reflection of themselves for their do nothing standing and 

status. Michael has added a voluntary donate button for the TPC to both the FB and 

Mewe pages banner now, so that should make it easier to find, the website 

thinkdifferent.thepeoplesclub.org also has it as well. 

 

Sen. Mitt Romney (R-Utah) offered a critical assessment of the federal government’s 

readiness for the coronavirus, describing it as not a “great moment in American 

leadership.” Romney mostly kept his criticisms broad, avoiding attacking President 

Trump directly, though he took a few swipes at the president’s management style during 

an event with Georgetown University students via video chat on Tuesday night. “The 

speed of our response looked slow compared to other people. That first phase will not 

stand out as a great moment in American leadership,” Romney said referring to the onset 

of the coronavirus outbreak, adding, “we didn’t look real strong and that’s kind of an 

understatement.” Fine I agree with most if not all of that, but why always blame the 

current government, this country has been ran in crisis mode for near 100 years and no 

one has done anything to actually fix a single thing. The country as all can see now is a 

failed experiment, education, banking, government, military, agencies all failed, none 

have a plan or a clue of how to fix things, and it is a shameful waste of peoples life force 

energy, watching them scrabble around like a Muppet show. Is that harsh? no it's not, I 

speak in truth and facts, this country is a mess and needs fresh thinking, ideas and real 

enforceable solutions to be provided in not a gentle manner, but a radical manner, 

because it is that bad. As for Romney he is a latter day Kushner, financial business snake 

oil salesman, when he should be focusing on the rampant corruption and pedophilia 

operating out of the church in the middle of his state, imo. 
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Iowa is warning furloughed workers that they will lose their unemployment benefits if 

they refuse to return when their employer calls them back to work. Gov. Kim Reynolds is 

moving to partially reopen 77 of the state’s 99 counties Friday, relaxing restrictions that 

were intended to stop the spread of the coronavirus. Restaurants, some bars, malls, fitness 

centers, and retail stores are expected to open their doors for the first time in several 

weeks. Iowa Workforce Development said Monday that failing to return to work out of 

fear of catching the virus will be considered a voluntary quit, which disqualifies workers 

from receiving unemployment benefits. I wonder if she has relapsed given she was an 

alcoholic with statements like that, that is fascism, you will not be allowed to go to ze 

work place and not be allowed to go back to ze work place when we tell you. Reynolds 

was twice charged with driving under the influence of alcohol, first in 1999 and again in 

2000. The 2000 case was originally charged as a Second Offense OWI, but eventually 

reduced to First Offense OWI. Reynolds was sentenced to pay a $1,500 fine and serve 12 

months of informal probation. A related open container charge was dropped entirely. 

 

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation is making a push to get some 14.1 million 

Americans bank accounts so they can get stimulus checks faster. The federal government 

is sending stimulus checks to millions of Americans as the country weathers the 

pandemic’s economic fallout, but for some, those checks will be delayed because they are 

“unbanked,” meaning they don’t have bank accounts. The IRS has paid out $157.9 billion 

in 88 million stimulus checks, representing just over half of all money due to be sent out, 

and most have been deposited electronically into people’s bank accounts using account 

information that the agency has on file for taxpayers. 

 

The coronavirus' seismic hit on the U.S. economy is rattling people's finances. Roughly 

41% of working-age adults say their families have experienced a job loss, a decrease in 

work hours or other employment-related declines in income in recent weeks, according to 

a new analysis by the Urban Institute. Underscoring the jump in financial distress around 

the country: More than 4 in 10 of Americans whose work was affected by the pandemic 

said they weren't able to pay the rent, mortgage or utility bills; skipped medical care; or 

were at risk of going hungry. The findings are based on an internet survey of more than 

9,000 adults between March 25 and April 10. The time frame suggests Americans' 

financial problems are even more widespread now, given the millions of workers have 

lost their jobs since that time. Other signs the pandemic is having a severe impact, 

according to the Urban Institute, a centrist think tank: 31% of survey respondents 

reported their families cut spending on food. 28% were forced to use savings or take on 

credit card debt to pay their bills. 69% of those whose family incomes were below the 

poverty level were unable to pay for their housing, were food insecure or were unable to 

seek needed medical care. 
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factchecker expose time again, with their statement doctor from Montana provided no 

proof that deaths were all being attributed to Covid 19 to inflate figures and fear. Well 

here is a message to the Nazi based factchecker and their one sided globalist opinions, 

your lot have provided no proof of one single death due to Corona virus on national TV, 

not one. Tens of thousands dead you claim and yet have not provided a single shred of 

evidence, have been found guilty of making NY hospitals look over stretched when it 

was a scene from Italy and another one was from a movie. Don't talk to us about proof 

when you provide zero evidence and many in the alt media do actually provide the 

evidence of such. That particular jackass report was done by Ryan Cooper who worked 

for the bastion of lies and distortions for 22 years, CNN. Do us a favor and not only shut 

your pie hole, but get a real job. 

 

SUB INTEL Russia will need more than 1 trillion roubles ($13.44 billion) of additional 

borrowing this year to cover the shortfall in non-oil and gas revenues, the Interfax news 

agency cited Finance Minister Anton Siluanov as saying on Saturday. Speaking on a state 

television program, the minister also said that 2 trillion roubles are expected to be 

directed from Russia's National Wealth Fund to cover shortfalls in revenues that do come 

from the oil and gas sector. 

 

Most Americans have received their stimulus money but millions are still waiting as an 

understaffed IRS contends with electronic payments bouncing back and taxpayers gripe 

about difficulties using the agency’s website. People who closed old bank accounts or 

used tax-preparation companies are having trouble determining when they’ll get the 

payments of $1,200 per adult and $500 per child. Others struggle with error messages on 

the Internal Revenue Service website. “When you think you’re getting the money and 

you don’t, you need it worse,” said Lori Carstensen of Pipestone, Minn., who hasn’t been 

able to figure out when and how her payment is coming. The government has already 

sent out most of the $292 billion in the program approved by Congress in late March to 

help Americans weather the coronavirus-induced economic decline. Americans with 

direct-deposit information on file at the IRS got their money first. More than 80 million 

deposits totaling $147 billion hit bank accounts last week, though Treasury Department 

data indicate that more than $2.6 billion has been returned since, likely because payments 

bounced back when they hit incorrect or closed accounts. 

 

Reports in EU of them flying in east european fruit pickers whilst country on lockdown, 

just the same as America have done, and people still believe this virus is an issue? What 

makes one country declared clean and another not? Why didn't they bring people from 

Shanghai and Beijing, given despite being close to epicenter of virus, yet curiously 

remain unscathed. Or please explain why Sweden never enforced any measures and also 

have very few cases of the virus. I would suggest these fruit pickers are agency based 

mercenaries coming into the countries for other nefarious purposes. 
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The US Department of Defense has released three declassified videos of "unexplained 

aerial phenomena". The Pentagon said it wanted to "clear up any misconceptions by the 

public on whether or not the footage that has been circulating was real". The videos had 

already been leaked in 2007 and 2017. Two were published by the New York Times, 

while the third was leaked by an organisation co-founded by former Blink-182 singer 

Tom DeLonge. After they were first leaked, some people claimed the videos showed 

alien unidentified flying objects (UFOs). 

 

In a surprising move, the CDC has suspended its collection of data for this years flu 

season, prompting many to wonder, just why they would make such a decision. St. 

Petersburg, Florida attorney Rogan O’ Handly noted that, “during the prior 2 flu seasons, 

it” [the CDC] “collected data from Oct 1, 2017 to May 19, 2018 and Sept 30, 2018 to 

May 18, 2019, respectively.” Noting that “For some reason, they stopped collecting data 

this yr on *April 4, 2020* 

 

CBS News has admitted that alarming footage of an overflowing ward used during a 

report on the coronavirus crisis in Big Apple hospitals was actually shot in Italy. CBS’ 

breakfast show, “This Morning,” used the footage of a packed ward last Wednesday just 

after saying the pandemic’s epicenter was “found right here” in New York. The same 

footage had been aired earlier by Sky News — which correctly identified it as one of 

Europe’s “most hard-hit” hospitals located in Bergamo, Lombardy. 

 

INTEL Deals were done with every lead American bank and The Treasury between the 

banks and Trump at the behest of the Trust and they all one by one refused. Hacking on 

Sunday by clowns firing up the old vax system and that last a total of 2 minutes 38 

seconds 

 

I have moved all banking traffic to post office world wide 

 

All banks are branches of post office, Including fed 

 

Cobra and his codes proved 100% correct it is a cue for hackers to attempt to hijack the 

Quantum System, certain systems paid for their folly in that interaction. That is what 

caused the internet slow down yesterday, and all was returned to normal by 5-6pm EST, 

this was caused by redirecting bandwidth to facilitate the hack in 3 locations in America, 

triangulating may have brought down the EBE craft in 1947, but not this system. 

 

OP-ED So we have repeated stories now of people not accessing bank accounts, SS 

report in show last week was a confirm of such, of them removing funds from that and 

now the 401K. Add in the looting of the stock and oil market and a picture emerges does 
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it not? A quote from our show in June last year Clowns in Panic all paraphrasing, "this is 

a multi billionaire game now and they will sweep up all the millionaires and they will no 

longer be in the game" and "decentralizing means everything goes to the top order and all 

the rest will be discarded" or under that premise out will go all banks and in will come 

cryptocurrency. America's billionaires are $308,000,000,000 richer than they were at the 

start of the crisis, while 26,000,000 Americans are out of a job. A new report from The 

Institute for Policy Studies reveals that between Mar 18 and Apr 22, US billionaires grew 

their fortunes by 10.5%. Eight of these billionaires — the “pandemic profiteers” — have 

seen their net worth surge by over $ 1 billion. They are: Jeff Bezos (Amazon), 

MacKenzie Bezos (Amazon), Eric Yuan (Zoom), Steve Ballmer (Microsoft), John Albert 

Sobrato (Silicon Valley real estate), Elon Musk (Tesla and SpaceX), Joshua Harris 

(Apollo Global Management), and Rocco Commisso (Mediacom).  

 

Then this story appears this week, confirming what 5G is really all about. Microsoft has 

proposed a method to generate cryptocurrency by monitoring people's brain activity and 

other personal biometric data. A new patent titled "Cryptocurrency System Using Body 

Activity Data" describes how a person could attach various sensors to their body to earn 

cryptocurrency through a process known as mining. Mining cryptocurrencies like bitcoin 

typically involves devoting vast amounts of computer processing power to solve complex 

mathematical problems. Microsoft's patent sets out an alternative option for mining 

cryptocurrency by instead doing it through a "human body activity associated with a 

task" and monitoring the outcome with biometric sensors. "For example, a brain wave or 

body heat emitted from the user when the user performs the task provided by an 

information service provider, such as viewing an advertisement or using certain internet 

services, can be used in the mining process," the patent explains. "Instead of massive 

computation work required by some conventional cryptocurrency systems, data generated 

based on the body activity of the user can be proof-of-work, and therefore, a user can 

solve the computationally difficult problem unconsciously." The mining system would 

involve hooking up a device to various sensors on the body that detect the activity 

required of the user to generate the cryptocurrency. Possible sensors used to track the 

activity include MRI scanners, heat cameras, and heart rate and infrared sensors. Beyond 

brain waves and body heat, other activities that could be monitored include "body fluid 

flow" and "organ activity and movement". The patent lists 28 different concepts for the 

way the system could be used to mine cryptocurrency, including tasks like browsing 

social media, engaging with an artificial intelligence chat bot or visiting a website. It does 

not specify which cryptocurrency the system would work with, though it could use an 

entirely new digital payments network based on a blockchain developed especially for it. 

Microsoft did not immediately respond to a request for comment from The 

Independent about whether it plans to develop the technology. There you have it all as I 

had warned of, people becoming drawn and in some cases forced to endure their mind 

controlled based advertisments, personally I would ban all advertising agents, they are 
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worse than brokers, they lie about the product in a flurry of mask laden words, very few 

of them even use it. This is they live on steroids, obey, control, watch, buy and why I 

kept warning of technology, a video I saw this week of jackasses getting microchipped in 

Colombia, I would have thought the Columbians would prefer some food and jobs, now 

the Langley drug operations there have scaled back, no lets cut a hole in our hands and 

insert mind control capsules, it defies belief. Then we have this line and so many 

connotations to this, other activities that could be monitored include "body fluid flow" 

and "organ activity and movement". What will advertisement clowns slogan be for that I 

wonder? get a stiffy and create your own butcoins? body fluid flow? jack off and create 

bitcoin babies? Seriously, we know people have an incapability of critical or future 

thinking, but this must alarm even the most brain dead people copy and follow orders 

types. The gist is they are trying to hook you up into a giant server AI system, like robot 

ants, where are the benefits to doing that? and do you all realize now they will push the 

narrative of it saves time and convenience, so what are you going to actually do with all 

that extra time? jack off for more bitcoins? deary me. Covenience means they control you 

more, and guess what with access 24/7 to your body, they can do whatever they like, spy, 

pry, make ill, cut off your butcoin credits or the ultimate, delete you permanently. 

 

Here is more evidence of their plans for the jackass non thinking humans (or not) 

amongst us. More than a million Australians have downloaded a coronavirus contact 

tracing app within hours of it being released by the government. The COVIDSafe 

smartphone app uses a Bluetooth wireless signal to exchange a "digital handshake" with 

another user when they come within 1.5m (4.9ft), the app then logs this contact and 

encrypts it. Reminds me of Robert David Steele plug for his intelligence agency of the 

future, where he says the public will become the intelligence, indeed Mr. Steele. Users 

will be notified if they have had more than 15 minutes of close contact with another user 

who tests positive. Australia has recorded 6,694 confirmed coronavirus cases and 80 

deaths from the virus, according to data from Johns Hopkins University. The rise in 

infections has slowed considerably in recent weeks, however, with just 16 new cases 

recorded on Sunday. The app - based on one introduced in Singapore - went live at 1800 

local time on Sunday (0900 BST), and Health Minister Greg Hunt confirmed the 

download figures on Sunday night. "As at 10:30 PM, 1 million Australians have now 

downloaded and registered for the #COVIDSafeapp - please join us and help protect 

ourselves, our families, each other but above all else our nurses and doctors," Mr Hunt 

wrote on Twitter. He should have said please join us in wiring you all up into an AI ran 

database and your body and its extended parts (no not them extended parts, this is a clean 

show) I mean your phone will take over your lives. Prime Minister Scott Morrison has 

said social restrictions could be eased if enough people use the app, ah the seducement, 

The government has said that for maximum effectiveness, some 40% of the population 

would need to download it. 40% figure is interesting given it is close to the figure of the 

37% of the 5G dumbphone people who fell for the subliminal message of buy toilet 
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paper, this is about seeking improvements to their dark based AI system. Amid privacy 

concerns about who will have access to the app's stored data, the government said only 

state health authorities would qualify, what so called misnomer named health authorities 

like WHO? really? Remember all health, institutes, universities, research centers, child 

protection and social services are all ran by psychopaths and their 5 eyes type groups. 

The data will be stored in Australia, and the health minister said "not even a court order" 

would allow other authorities such as the police to access it. It boggles my mind the 

people downloading these apps, without even considering the consequences, because if 

you think for one second downloading this app with end lockdown sooner, you are more 

stupid than you think or realize. Hey people download this so we can legally track you 

and fine you if you don't answer our messages, whilst accessing all your private details, 

whilst crying about government over reach and 5G on a 5G phone, it is beyond stupidity, 

way beyond it. 

 

Many will be familiar with the book Maharbarata, which is a bastardized version of the 

Vedic texts of The Rus. Something occurred to me the other day of what that term means, 

well like what we have shown in several parts of FRWL, sometimes you have to break a 

word down. So I took out the 4 ending letters rata for obvious links to RA, and you are 

left with Maharba, which means welcome, Ra and Ta, so technically that word means 

welcome Ra and thank you. But here is the kicker, Maharba is the reversal of the word 

Abraham, oh dear. With the whole world in massive turmoil and 4-5B praying for their 

god to save them, what happens next? answers on an atom sized postcard please. 

 

Here is another word that really crops up but is oh so familiar with the description of 

people today. asinine - Utterly stupid or silly. adj. Of, relating to, or resembling an ass. 

Belonging to or characteristic of the ass. are these people all called Jack? jack asinine 

 

During a recent discussion of self development and of course we have the grounding, 

centering and shielding document available to all on our website, and I know has helped 

many of you. I brought up last year the potential hazard of grounding, due to infected 

parts of Earth due to past traumas and also the Vrill frequency machines below us also. 

So the ground had to be cleared first before grounding, and yet I missed and indeed so 

has most of the alt media missed a key factor in grounding. So the words are stated in this 

order grounding, centering and then shielding, but there is only one problem with that 

order, if you are not centered and so balanced, how can you ground in the right manner? 

Centering which is zone of balance, but what happens if you are out of balance and you 

then ground? essentially you are then anchoring that out of balance frequency zone as 

your permanent state, until the next grounding are you not? So, we have to look at this in 

a different light, that first must come centering, which is far easier to attain if you are 

operating in the 45/55 spectrum. 45/55 can be easier obtained during your meditation 

exercises, as you develop a mastery over the self, you no longer have to go through the 
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ritual exercise of meditation, you can do it on the go by apportioning part of your brain to 

do that memory zone vibration whilst continuing on with your every day life. When you 

are at the 45/55 balance is then when you engage the exercise of grounding, but 

remember to clear the area in which you are grounding first, before undertaking that 

exercise, that is to avoid absorbing potential errant energies of those who have walked 

there before you. 45/55 is essential in this time period as you have all seen, you cannot be 

in balance and flip flop all over the place, as we have seen in some of our former 

members, one minute THI is the greatest, and next I am and THI is a piece of shit and 

scam, that is just not being in balance, within and of yourself, and these people will go to 

great lengths to justify their new stance, the reason being is they are covering up their 

own issues, not mine. Trump does something right go 55, Trump does something wrong 

go 45 on your emotional scale, and apply that to other fields of information, you stay in 

balance, it is the key to your own self development. How others be or act is not your 

concern, there is no hope for many of them now, you have all seen the evidence of that 

 

The main problem this planet has currently and applies to governments, common, natural 

law or the Constitution advocates and also Kim, and all suffer through a lack of 

enforcement. When you have small groups like that, the only way of enforcement is 

hiring a group with weapons to carry out that enforcement, as there is no other valid 

alternative. But, here is the kicker there is a scenario whereby you can have enforcement 

without weapons, it is called sheer numbers of people power all backing the same cause, 

and that is why we are and have to build up The Peoples Club network, ran by the people 

for the people. Currently we have no voice only sad pockets here and there and easily 

divided by the narrative fed or a lack of will by the people, but the TPC wishes to 

combine the people in every state and country, and provide the platform with which 

ultimately by sheer numbers, the people will have a voice with or without weapons, sheer 

force of numbers all singing from same sheet will tip the balance of power back to where 

it belongs, we the people. 

 

With today's now current global events of fakery, crass stupidity, Orwellian measures 

being acted upon the people with zero proof to support the reasons behind it, leaves many 

in fear and anger, but I see it differently. Why? well it is an opportunity as I see it, in 

some ways things had to go real bad for the public to wake up, where in essence you have 

to take something away from them (nanny state) for the people to see through the illusion 

of how things and life work, or in our current case, nothing works on any level. All now 

will get an opportunity to see that their govt (as a whole) is a joke, that lies on a repeated 

basis, and is not for their benefit. That then provides an opportunity to really build The 

Peoples Club network for and by the people, we do need it as massive priority. With no 

combined peoples voice we are but left with - tyranny. Building the TPC now is a matter 

of priority, with everything collapsing and in some cases collapsed, we have to provide 

an alternative to rebuild our people, then state, then country and then the planet, it is and 
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always was the only real solution to our problems. It requires effort on the part of all, this 

will not be a wait club project there are plenty of alt media wait clubs you can join and 

wait for nothing, this also requires all to be an input, all to take personal responsibility 

and ultimately leading us to help and support the government, not take it down. Don't like 

how your government is, help build a new one then, for and by the people, if you have to 

ask how can we do that? that is being part of the problem and neglecting your own value 

and input, if we wish a government for and by the people, all have to participate and 

strive towards that goal  

 

 


